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Singer/songwriter/guitarist Fred Wickham is best known for his work with Hadacol, the 

popular Kansas City based quartet  who released two critically acclaimed records and gained 

a national reputation for their ferocious live performances across the country, including 

appearances at Mountain Stage, SXSW, and the Winnipeg Folk Festival. Wickham’s title 

track to the second album was prominently featured in Steven Spielberg’s Emmy Award 

mini-series Taken and other Wickham penned tunes were featured in Spin Magazine, ESPN’s 

X-Games and the Miramax feature film Takedown.  Following the breakup of Hadacol, 

Wickham laid low, playing the occasional show and continuing to write.  Eventually he 

teamed up with old friends Richard Burgess and Sam Platt to record a new album with 

producer/mentor Lou Whitney.  Springfield aces Joe Terry, D. Clinton Thompson, Dave 

Wilson, Bobby Lloyd Hicks and Lee Smith were recruited to round out the all-star lineup.  

With most of the recording finished, the project was put on hold following Whitney’s illness, 

and the final touches were made by Whitney just weeks prior to his death in late 2014.  The 

resulting album, “Mariosa Delta” will be released in October 16, 2017 USA September 29, 

2017. 

 

...uncommonly good songs, peppered with lyrical images of stunning clarity. 

David Cantwell, No Depression 

 

Guitar notes flicker like flames throughout the song, offering a nice counterpoint to Fred 

Wickham’s elegiac vocals.  After a scant three songs, you realize that Hadacol could survive 

a night on any chicken-wire fortified roadhouse stage in the country. 

Pop Matters 

 

Its their fine songwriting that defines this album.  Ponder Fred Wickham’s lyrical sensibility 

on the bedraggled “Already Broken”: “Up every morning, walk out the door/pick up your 

shovel, dig some more/It’s a long day, workin’ in your own grave.”  Is it possible to not be 

down with this sentiment? 

CMJ New Music Monthly 

 

...packed with blistering roadhouse twang, played with Sticky Fingers, and written with a 

honky-tonk heart and trailer park mind. 

Jerry Renshaw, The Austin Chronicle 

 

Clever but unadorned...showing both the good-time and lonesome sides of rural America with 

an appealing mix of wit and evocative detail. 

 

Q Magazine 


